To learn about cooling of gas quenched batches, this paper reports on numerical predictions of local and average convective heat transfer coefficients, and overall pressure drops, on batches of five axially aligned, constant temperature, short cylindrical disks ͑25 cm diameter, 5 cm thickness͒ with and without a concentric hole, with interdisk spacings of 5-20 cm, in axial turbulent flows of 20 bar nitrogen gas at inlet speeds from 10 m/s to 100 m/s, corresponding to Reynolds numbers ͑Re͒ between 3.27ϫ10 6 and 32.7ϫ10 6 . The heat transfer coefficients along the disk surfaces vary strongly up to a worse case of two orders of magnitude for the upstream disk. This nonuniformity is much lower for the disks downstream, especially after spacing is increased beyond 0.1 m. As expected, the upstream disk exhibited rather different heat transfer coefficients than the ones downstream, the magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient and its uniformity increased with the interdisk spacing, and varied by a factor of about 4-5 along the surfaces. 
Introduction
The use of gas instead of liquid as quenchant has environmental, product quality, process control, safety, and economic advantages ͓1͔, and its improvement is under intensive study at the Faxén Laboratory of the Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden ͓2-10͔ and elsewhere ͓11͔. The primary effort is focused on finding ways to generate sufficiently high heat transfer coefficients, and to produce cooling which results in minimal distortions and most uniform mechanical properties of the quenched parts. Of particular interest and complexity is the heat transfer when batches of parts are being quenched in the same gas stream, since each part affects the flow around the others in the batch, and at worst blocks the flow from reaching some of them. A study was published recently ͓12͔ of different, practically relevant quench load configurations: oblong parts that are arranged in the main flow direction, parts with a high grade of cross-sectional blocking that are in several planes, and the distinction between aligned and misaligned setups of the parts. Experimental and numerical results of the gas flow distribution, the quenching intensity, and the resulting distribution of the heat transfer of the parts arranged in the different load setups were described. The general objective of this study ͑a much more limited and shorter version was presented in ͓13͔͒ is to determine the effects of charge configuration and of the turbulent, high-upstream-turbulence-intensity [12] [13] [14] [15] [17] [18] [19] [20] flow Reynolds number ͑Re͒ on the magnitude and distribution of convective heat transfer coefficients h ͑in the form of the Nusselt number Nu͒ on charges composed of five axially aligned cylindrical disks without ͑"solid"͒ and with concentric holes and subjected to flow directed in the direction parallel to the disk axis. The information is used to find ways for improving the cooling uniformity.
The Considered Geometry and Quenchant
The studied configuration consists of five cylindrical disks, either solid or having a concentric hole, as shown in Fig. 1 . The domain dimensions were chosen by numerical experiments to be large enough so that its effects on the flow field become negligible. The gray shaded part in Fig. 1͑b͒ illustrates the reduced computational domains where symmetry surfaces are used. Table 1 summarizes the conditions for the performed computations. The gas used in this study is nitrogen at a inlet temperature of 20°C and pressure of 20 bar ͑2 MPa͒, which is a typical pressure in gas quenching, where = 23.6 kg/ m 3 , = 7.67ϫ 10 −7 m 2 / s, and the upstream velocities used are 10, 20, and 100 m / s, corresponding to Reynolds numbers from 3.27ϫ 10 6 to 32.7ϫ 10 6 . Velocities of 10 m / s and 20 m / s are typical to practical gas quenching, while 100 m / s was chosen just to examine upper limits and trends, and we note that it is still less than 1 / 3 of the speed of sound and thus does not indtroduce compressibility effects or flow choking.
The Computation Scope and Method
The heat transfer coefficients are computed by the finite volume simulation code software CFX-5.5 ͓14͔. The code solves the transient three-dimensional Navier-Stokes and energy equations, together with the kturbulence model. This is the most widely used turbulence model, and while there are more advanced models which describe the flow details in a better way, it is good for starting the analysis of these complex flows, because it is relatively efficient for computations and because there is much experience with its use. We note that the flow was assumed to be steady. Vortex shedding effects may be interesting to examine in a more fundamental study of such flows, which would require much more rigorous modeling of the turbulent flow, perhaps using direct numerical simulation or large eddy simulation, but these type of models are extremely time consuming even for low Reynolds number flows, let alone for the considered practical quenching high Reynolds numbers. An approximate evaluation of the vortex shedding in such flows impinging on circular disks shows that its frequency is about 40 s −1 to 400 s −1 , high enough to be unlikely to affect average heat transfer during quenching time.
The constants used in the model are those recommended by CFX. Of particular importance for good characterization of the flow and heat transfer near the body surfaces is to maintain a near-wall computational grid small enough, and the CFX scalable wall function approach was taken. It allows application of arbitrarily fine meshes without violating the underlying logarithmic velocity profile assumption. It assumes that the surface coincides with the edge of the viscous sublayer, which is defined to be at y + = ͑u * ⌬n / 4͒ / =11 ͑this is typically the distance outside the viscous sublayer but still very close to the wall͒, and the intersection between the logarithmic and the linear near-wall profile. The computed y + is not allowed to fall below this limit and all grid points are outside the viscous sublayer; all fine grid inconsistencies are thus avoided.
The mesh density used for the computation, of 100 000-130 000 nodes was determined by examining grid dependence of the Nu. Halving the mesh size resulted in acceptable differences of up to below 10 %, and typically below 5 %.
Since the velocities considered are a small fraction of the speed of sound, the flow is assumed to be incompressible. The turbulence intensity I is defined as I = v / V i , where v is the turbulent fluctuation velocity and V the inlet velocity, and was kept at 3.7 %. In the computation, the disks are held isothermal at 900°C. Full axial symmetry is assumed, and to save computation time only 1 / 8 of the cross-sectional domain is computed.
An attempt was made to validate the model against available experimental data from the literature, but no data appropriate for comparison were found. Successful verification of at least the general correctness of the pressure drop is shown in the Results section ͑"Solid Disks"͒ below.
The heat transfer coefficients were defined by Nusselt numbers, where in general
where h is the surface convective heat transfer coefficient, d o the disk outer diameter, and k the gas ͑N 2 ͒ thermal conductivity at 293 K, 20 bar. Nu min and Nu max are its minimal and maximal values on each disk surface, respectively. We also show for each disk the surface-averaged Nusselt number Nū , as well as the Nu ͑2͒
where Nu is the local Nusselt number at surface area element dA.
Results

General
Figures 2 and 3 serve to identify the disks and their surfaces. Figure 4 shows the entire computed velocity field for the smallest and the largest distance between the disks. The typical flow configuration, starting from the upstream disk, is ͑i͒ stagnation flow on the upstream surface, accelerating from the center towards the disk corner, ͑ii͒ separation at the corner and change of direction to axial flow, ͑iii͒ fast flow over all the disks' circumferences ͑surface 2, Fig. 3͒ , ͑iv͒ much slower circulation type flows between the disks, decreasing in the radial direction, and in the wake of the downstream one, and ͑v͒ some increase of the velocity between the disks with their interdisk spacing a. Figures 5-7 show the variation of Nu for each disk surface for all disk spacings. Figure 5 shows that for the upstream ͑front͒ surface of all the disks ͑surface X-1͒: ͑i͒ Nu increase from a minimum at r =0 to a maximum at r = d o / 2; The justification of this behavior can be seen from an examination of the velocity fields ͑Fig. 4͒, which shows acceleration for the front surface of all disks, boundary layer thinning, and increased turbulation of the flow from the center to the outer corner, which of course is most obvious for the upstream disk, and ͑ii͒ Nu at this surface of the downstream disks increases with the interdisk spacing ͑a͒ because the velocities between the disks increase with a.
Solid Disks
Comparing Nu at surface X-2 ͑the circumference, or "top"͒ for all spacings ͑Fig. 6͒ shows that Nu first drops rapidly from a maximum at 2 = 0 until about 2 ϳ 0.2. At the first disk ͑1-2͒, Nu has a minimum at 2 ϳ 0.2, and it rises for all spacings except 5 cm to a maximum at about 0.70-0.75, proceeds to drop to a second minimum at about 0.95, and then rises to a third maximum at 2 = 1. For the 5 cm spacing the maximum is attained already at 2 ϳ 0.55. At the second disk ͑surface 2-2͒, Nu continues dropping to a minimum at 2 = 1.0. At surfaces 3-2, 4-2, and 5-2, Nu for all spacings except 5 cm drops to a relatively steady value, while for the 5 cm case it remains approximately constant over X-2 at a value between 5000 and 11 000. Similar to the explanation of the behavior at surfaces X-1, this behavior can be explained by observing the velocity plots in Fig. 4 , where high values of Nu arise from high velocity gradients ͑thinning of boundary layers͒ and turbulence due to flow separations.
As expected, the Nu change similarly for all spacings for the back side ͑X-3͒ of each disk ͑Fig. 7͒. For disks 2 to 4, the curves follow the same pattern and the Nu levels are about the same. In general, Nu is most uniform on these surfaces. Due to the low velocities at the rear surfaces ͑3͒ of the disks ͑Fig. 4͒, Nu there is relatively low ͑Fig. 7͒, and becomes lower as the spacing decreases. It is fairly uniform along the surfaces, reaching a local maximum near the corner ͑for 3 Ͼ 0.9͒ due to flow separation, followed by an increase at the corner due to the higher turbulence there. Figure 8 shows the area-averaged Nu: Nu. For the upstream disk, 1, Nu is the highest and then becomes lower and uniform for disks 2 to 5. The differences between disk 1 and the others become smaller as the spacing between the disks is increased. Table 2 summarizes the Nu, Nu , and Nu values, ranges, and ratios for each surface and spacing, allowing easy estimation of heat transfer coefficient magnitudes and nonuniformities. One clear conclusion interdisk spacings a; in the last column, the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4  correspond to a ϭ 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm, respectively. The disks are numbered 1 to 5 in the flow direction, 1 being the is that uniformity improves as the spacing is increased, but in an asymptotic way, gaining most improvement up to a spacing of about 10 cm. Another conclusion is that Nu is much higher for the most upstream disk ͑1͒ and remains relatively the same for the downstream disks. The overall pressure drop, that is the difference between the inlet and exit of the domain, is shown in Table 3 . It is shown to increase with the interdisk spacing, rising by about 60 % as the spacing is increased from 5 cm to 20 cm. As a partial attempt to validate the results, experimental results from ͓15͔, available only for a single round disk, were used and predicted a pressure drop of 266 Pa, very close to our multidisk results shown in the table. Our computations show slightly higher values, consistent with the experimental observations ͓15,16͔ that two disks in tandem would have a higher pressure drop than a single one.
Disks with a Concentric Hole
A similar analysis was performed for the axially aligned disks having a concentric hole ͑Fig. 1͑b͒͒. Figures  9-11 show the flow fields for the first, third, and fifth disks ͑counting in the downstream direction͒, respectively. Figures 12-15 show the Nusselt number distributions along the front, top, back, and inside surfaces, respectively, for all interdisk spacings and for each disk.
Nu for the front ͑X-1͒ and rear ͑X-3͒ surfaces of all cylinders exhibits a minimum between maxima at the corners, reflecting well the behavior shown in the velocity field Figs. 9-11. On both surfaces, the flow is of the impinging type, with stagnation between the corners, and acceleration as they are approached.
The behavior at the top surface ͑X-2͒ is similar to that for cylinders without holes, as discussed before. 
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The small local maxima occurring for 2 between 0.2 and 0.4 are due to the backflow reattachment. The only difference one can see is in 5-2 for the 5 cm case, where Nu rises towards the upper corner because no solid bodies are present downstream.
For the back surfaces ͑X-3͒, it is noteworthy that the most efficient cooling on surface 1-3 is for a = 15 cm-not by much, though. Nu has a dip of 10 % to 75 % only for a = 5 cm. For larger values of a, it follows the same trend as the others.
As expected, Nu values follow each other independently of a, just like on the frontal area. The highest cooling is from the beginning of the surface, 3 = 0, until 3 reaches 1 / 5 of the length. In general, less cooling is obtained for a = 5 cm due to the tighter geometry, whereas fairly equal values of Nu are obtained for the other interdisk spacings.
Inside the hole, surface X-4, Nu is seen to decrease along 4 , as expected based on the velocity field Figs. 9-11, characteristic of boundary layer growth, with Nu augmented at the front corner due to the increased turbulence there, and then in some cases also augmented somewhat near the rear corner due to the confluence with the backflow.
The overall pressure drops, shown in Table 4 , are in the same range as for the solid disk, and also increasing by 60 % as a is increased from 5 cm to 20 cm.
The primary results are summarized in Fig. 16 and Table 5 . Understandably, the heat transfer coefficients are higher for the disks with holes, because, as demonstrated in Figs. 9-11, the velocities along the disk surfaces are higher, and holes add steps and turbulence in the flow field. Interestingly, the augmentation of the flow through the hole creates the highest Nu at disk 2, instead of at disk 1 when the disks were solid. Also differing from the case of solid disks, the maximal Nu for disks 2 to 5 occurs for a = 10 cm. This can be explained by the confluence of the flows through the holes and above the circumference, which produce higher cooling already at smaller spacings. To examine the effect of the approach flow velocity V i on the disks with hole, computations of the flow fields and of Nu were made for V i = 10, 20, and 100 m / s for a = 5 cm, and show the Nusselt number distributions along the front, top, back, and inside surfaces, respectively, for each disk. The Nu peaks at the corners are partially due to higher velocities, but another influence may be the weakness of the turbulence model to compute correctly at corners.
The heat transfer patterns are similar, with approximately Nuϰ Re 0.85 for both the solid and holed disks.
The overall pressure drops for the three velocities are shown in Table 6 , and confirm dependence on V i 2 . Comparing Table 3 with Table 6 , we clearly can see that the velocity has a stronger effect on the pressure drop than the interdisk spacing. Figure 21 shows the Nu for all disks at the three approach velocities. For each velocity, Nu for disks 2 to 5 is roughly the same, while that for disk 1 is higher by magnitudes that increase with the velocity. Nu rises with the velocity: compared with its value for 10 m / s, it is twice as large for 20 m / s and almost seven times higher for 100 m / s. Table 7 summarizes the results for the effects of the approach velocity V i on heat transfer.
Conclusions
The numerical analysis shows that in axial flow cooling of short disks, the heat transfer coefficients along the disk surfaces vary strongly up to a worse case of two orders of magnitude for the upstream disk. This nonuniformity is much lower for the disks downstream of the first one, indicating that in quenching application, the first disk should just be there for flow presence but not for being quenched. 
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with a concentric hole, uniformity is attained for the disks after the second. Increasing the spacing between the disks to 10 cm or more also has an important effect on improving cooling uniformity. Even with this remedy, the Nusselt number ratios along surfaces are of the order of 5, indicating that quenching of multiple, disks in such axial flows may not be optimal for bodies which are sensitive to cooling nonunuformity. At the same time, is important to note that the temperature variation in the solid is likely to be much smaller; a recent study with jet impingement cooling of various steels ͓17͔ has shown that it was in that particular case an order of magnitude smaller than the variation in the surface heat transfer coefficient. The overall pressure drop along the flow increases with the interdisk spacing, rising by about 60 % as the spacing is increased from 5 cm to 20 cm. 
